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Prisoners Of The Sun The Adventures Of Tintin
The glow of the sun was frightening and it chased them home . . . Bill Brill began losing height to escape the sky growing
lighter above and behind him. But the sun was faster than the Wellington. By the time he crossed the west coast of
Denmark he was down to 400 feet. The sun chased him across the North Sea and the East Riding of Yorkshire to
Breighton. Ten per cent of the bombers were lost on the Warnemunde raid. The Australians who served in Bomber
Command were highly trained members of an elite corps. They were thrown into a war of repeated bombing raids in
which they had to perform complex tasks under extreme pressure and danger. They flew mission after mission with full
knowledge that the odds of survival were against them - 4000 Australians died in Bomber Command - but they pressed
on regardless. Many of the Australian airmen who were killed in the air over Dusseldorf or Essen are now unremembered
in their homeland, but their lonely bravery contributed to the defeat of the Nazi regime. Hank Nelson vividly brings to life
through his lively writing and his extensive use of personal reminiscences the extraordinary experiences of the
Australians who served with the British bomber squadrons. He depicts their fears, despair and courage in the face of the
most terrible experiences.
This new format, crafted specifically for younger readers, features the original Tintin graphic novel plus brand-new
content. Go "behind the scenes" with the true story about people, places and antiquities that Hergé drew from, filled with
fun facts, lots of pictures, and easy-to-read text! In this adventure: Tintin discovers that one of the last Incan descendants
has kidnapped his missing friend, Professor Calculus. Tintin and Captain Haddock follow the kidnapper to Peru--can they
save Calculus?
This absorbing and captivating nonfiction account (with never-before-published photographs) offers readers an in-depth
anthropological and historical look into the lives of those who suffered and survived Breendonk concentration camp
during the Holocaust of World War II.
A never-before-published account of the experience of an American officer at the hands of Japanese captors, Prisoner of
the Rising Sun offers new evidence of the treatment accorded officers and shows how the Corregidor prisoners fared
compared with the ill-fated Bataan captives. When Japanese aircraft struck airfields in the Philippines on December 8,
1941, Col. Lewis C. Beebe was Gen. Douglas MacArthur’s chief supply officer. Promoted to brigadier general, he would
become chief of staff for General Wainwright in early March, 1942. From his privileged vantage point, Beebe kept diary
records of the Japanese invasion of the Philippines, their advance to Manila and capture of the Bataan Peninsula, and
their assault on Corregidor. On May 6, Japanese troops assaulted Corregidor and secured the island in less than twelve
hours. Beebe was among those captured and held prisoner until the end of the war in the Pacific, more than four years
later. During his captivity, Beebe managed to keep a diary in which he recorded the relatively benign treatment he and
his fellow officers received (at least in comparison with the horrific conditions described in the better-known accounts of
less high-ranking POWs held by the Japanese elsewhere). He reports on poor rations, less than adequate medical care,
and field work in camps in the Philippines, on Taiwan, and in Manchuria. He also describes the sometimes greedy and
selfish behavior of his fellow captives, as well as a lighter side of camp life that included work on a novel, singing, POW
concerts, and Red Cross visits. His philosophy demanded that captivity should be borne with optimism and self-respect.
Annotation and an epilogue by General Beebe’s son, Rev. John M. Beebe, add details about his military career, and an
informative introduction by historian Stanley L. Falk places the diary in the context of the broader American experience of
captivity at the hands of the Japanese. The diary itself not only provides new details of the treatment of officers by the
Japanese army, but also offers a glimpse into the psyche of one of the members of the Greatest Generation who
transformed his captivity by using it to sort out what was most important in life.
Mario Machi survived one of the most terrible episodes in World War II. UNDER THE RISING SUN is his account of that
experience. An Army private, Machi was in Manila when the Japanese attacked the Philippines in December, 1941. With
the help of a diary that has miraculously survived, Machi relives the heroic campaign by the abandoned "Bastards of
Bataan" to defend the Philippines. Upon surrender, Machi became part of the notorious Bataan Death March, a brutal
forced march in which thousands of prisoners died. With telling detail & flashes of humor, UNDER THE RISING SUN
describes the Death March, Machi's life during three years of near starvation while a prisoner of the Japanese, his
liberation, & finally, many years later, his return to the Philippines. As a result of the help he gave other prisoners, Mario
Machi was awarded the Bronze Star. Now he has told his story, & as Harold Stephens states in his introduction, "UNDER
THE RISING SUN stands as witness to the values that sustained the author on his terrible journey...& we are all made
the richer for it." UNDER THE RISING SUN contains photographs. Available from Wolfenden, P.O. Box 789, Miranda, CA
95553; 707-923-2455.
Includes reports relative to jails and houses of correction, annual reports of the state prison reformatory prisons for
women, the reformatories at Concord, the Annual report of the Agent for Aiding Discharged Prisoners, etc.
Popular comic style script and illus.
During his time as a POW, Frank "Foo" Fujita kept a diary of daily happenings, embellished with drawings of life in the
camp. He secreted the diary in the walls of his barracks, as the practice was forbidden. That diary forms the basis of
these memoirs. Fujita's memoirs are also unique in that he was one of the fewer than nine hundred Americans taken
prisoner on the island of Java. The bulk of American POWs in Japanese hands surrendered in the Philippines, and most
of the published POW memoirs reflect their experience. Fujita's account of the defense of Java and of the fate of the
"Lost Battalion" of Texas artillerymen serves to distinguish this memoir from others. At one point while a POW in Japan,
Fujita was forced to be part of the Japanese radio group broadcasting propaganda. After the war, he testified at some of
the war crime trials in San Francisco, and the diary on which this book is based was used as evidence in those trials.
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This is a collection of personal narratives including a general account of prison life and prisons in the South during the
American Civil War.
New Zealandske troppers deltagelse på forskellige fronter under Den 2. Verdenskrig, skrevet og udgivet af War History
Group under New Zealands indenrigsministerium i perioden 1952-1961 og udsendt fra forlagene Oxford University Press
i London og Whitcombe & Tombs i Christchurch, New Zealand. De fleste af seriens separate bind handler om forskellige
bataljoners samt om ingeniørroppers indsats. Bindene har udover teksten såvel illustrationer, noter, litteraturhenvisninger
samt kortskitser, og serien har et samlet omfang på over 4000 sider.
Tintin: 23 albums i 8 bind
During the Second World War the Japanese were stereotyped in the European and American imagination as fanatical, cruel and almost
inhuman. This view is unhistorical and simplistic. It fails to recognise that the Japanese were acting at a time of supreme national crisis and it
fails to take account of their own historical tradition. The essays in Japanese Prisoners of War, by both Western and Japanese scholars,
explore the question from a balanced viewpoint, looking at it in the light of longer-term influences, notably the Japanese attempt to establish
themselves as an honorary white race. The book also addresses the other side of the question, looking at the treatment of Japanese
prisoners in Allied captivity.
Many of us have read books or watched films based on the prisoner-of-war experience under the Japanese. It's probably true to say that
several postwar generations of Americans, Britons and Australians, although no doubt aware of the many memoirs and diaries of prisoners of
war of the Japanese, have almost certainly constructed their understanding of that experience largely from its popular fictions. To date,
studies on this topic have concentrated on the many memoirs and diaries of former prisoners of the Japanese. Prisoners of the Japanese is
the first book to analyse the major fictions of the prisoner-of-war experience under the Japanese.
Over the course of many years Richard Pursehouse has painstakingly unraveled the story of a First World War prisoner of war camp which
held captured German personnel in the very heart of the English countryside. He first became aware of the existence of the camp while
walking over Cannock Chase in Staffordshire, finding sewer covers in what appeared to be uninhabited heathland. Intrigued, the author set
out to investigate the mystery and discovered that the sewers were for two Army camps – Brocton and Rugeley – that had been constructed
for soldiers training during the First World War. What he also found, however, was that the Brocton Camp site also included a segregated
autonomous prisoner of war camp. With the aid of an old postcard, Richard was able to identify the exact location and layout of the long-lost
camp. His research continued until he had accumulated an enormous amount of detail about the camp and life for its prisoners. He found a
file by the Camp Commandant, Swiss Legation correspondence, stories in newspapers, letters and diaries, and received photographs from
interested individuals. Amongst his finds was a box holding scores of fascinating letters sent home by an administration clerk while he was
working at the camp. During his investigations, Richard also learned of attempted murders and escapes (including the only escapee to make
it back to Germany), deaths, thefts – and a fatal scandal. The letters, documents and diaries reveal how the prisoners coped with
incarceration, as well as their treatment, both in terms of camp conditions and their medical needs. He has also established a definitive
answer to the ‘myth’ that some of the prisoners assisted in building the nearby Messines terrain model. The model was a post-battle training
tool to instruct newly-arrived New Zealand troops, which also provided a visual explanation of how they had defeated the Germans in the
Battle of Messines in June 1917. The result is a unique insight into what life was like inside a British Prisoner of War camp during the First
World War.
Prisoners of a Shadow World tells the story of Louis-Philippe who is half French half English and of Madeleine who is Jewish. They live in
France during the Second World War under the German Occupation which casts a terrifying shadow over their lives - and the darkest shadow
is cast by the Gestapo, the secret police. To make the situation even more dangerous, Louis-Philippe's grandfather runs an escape network
for RAF aircrew who have been shot down and Louis-Philippe is helping him. At the same time, there is a growing danger to Madeleine since
Jews in France face the threat of being arrested and transported to death camps in eastern Europe. As the shadows deepen so their
attempts to stay alive become ever more desperate.
Early research on the Holocaust was characterized by studies of the extermination of the Jews without other victims of the Nazi policy of
extermination being included. In the past twenty years, there has been a greater focus on such topics as prisoners of war and forced
labourers in the Third Reich among scholars. This development of a wider perspective in research topics has revealed a need for more
primary research. Based on this viewpoint, it was established that a need existed to expand the historical perspective by connecting the
Holocaust with the treatment of prisoners of war. This book’s main goal is to make a contribution to the strengthening of studies on prisoners
of war and forced labour. The volume consists of papers first presented at the Falstad symposium “Prisoners of War and Forced Labour—
Histories of War and Occupation”, held at the Falstad Centre on November 20-21, 2008. Topics of the symposium included prisoners of war;
prisoners in concentration and extermination camps, people imprisoned for political or racial reasons; and forced labour, meaning civilians
forced to migrate or forced to work for the Germans. The contributions in the book represent a broad perspective including researchers from
the USA, Poland, Austria, Israel, Russia, Finland, the UK and Norway. The introduction gives a brief overview of how different European
countries are dealing with the problem of overcoming the past and the state of research in some of these countries.
Many Allied POWs in the Pacific theater of World War II suffered terribly. But abuse wasn't a matter of Japanese policy, as is commonly
assumed. Sarah Kovner shows poorly trained guards and rogue commanders inflicted the most horrific damage. Camps close to centers of
imperial power tended to be less violent, and many POWs died from friendly fire.
Part of a series of Tintin adventures, this book contains three separate stories. Tintin is a Belgian amateur detective who gets embroiled in
every kind of thriller-adventure, along with his dog Snowy, the two policemen Thomson and Thompson, Captain Haddock and Professor
Cuthbert Calculus.
Tintin, Snowy and the Captain travel to Peru to rescue Professor Calculus from the Incas, who believe he has commited sacrilege by wearing
an ancient bracelet.
Hours after the bombing of Pearl Harbor, Japanese forces launched a devastating attack on U.S. troops in the Philippines. In May 1942, after
months of battle with no reinforcements and no hope of victory, the remaining American forces, holed up on the tiny island of Corregidor,
suffered a humiliating defeat, and 11,000 fighting men became prisoners of war in the largest American capitulation since Appomattox. Those
lucky enough to survive the brutal conditions of their captivity remained imprisoned until General MacArthur returned to the Philippines in
1945.

This book is part of the TREDITION CLASSICS series. The creators of this series are united by passion for literature and
driven by the intention of making all public domain books available in printed format again - worldwide. At tredition we
believe that a great book never goes out of style. Several mostly non-profit literature projects provide content to tredition.
To support their good work, tredition donates a portion of the proceeds from each sold copy. As a reader of a
TREDITION CLASSICS book, you support our mission to save many of the amazing works of world literature from
oblivion.
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A memoir of serving in prewar Hong Kong, being held prisoner by the Japanese, and surviving slave labor. This is the
story of a young man thrust into the Royal Navy in distant Hong Kong. With both drama and humor, he relates some of
the situations in which he found himself—and provides a realistic account of what life was like for servicemen in prewar
Hong Kong. Prisoner of the Rising Sun describes the prelude to war from his point of view, and his part in the Battle for
Hong Kong. There follows the story of what happened to him when taken prisoner, and life and death in prison camps in
Hong Kong and Japan. It tells what it was like to be shipped to Japan in the hold of Japanese merchant men, in constant
fear of being torpedoed. In Japan, he and his fellow prisoners were used as slave labor. Treatment was harsh and brutal
and although many of them died, the Japanese never broke the spirit of the survivors. The author explains how it felt to
be a prisoner working in a Japanese factory when a major earthquake struck. He also relates what it was like to be on the
receiving end of a B29 fire raid and what the Japanese did to downed American airmen. In August 1945, he saw the
Japanese bow before loudspeakers and although he did not realize it then, he heard the Japanese Emperor announce
the surrender of Japan. He also includes a heartfelt tribute to the efficiency and kindness of the American forces that got
him out and on his way home.
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